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Summary
• US opportunity continues to grow quickly, sales and plans on track
• Objective: build platform for national US roll out
•
•
•
•

12 platform accounts in place: doubled in year to date
Platform accounts generating above trend growth
Well qualified pipeline strong enough to get to 30 within 12 months
New enquiries continuing

• UK market remains challenging
• Exports now half of revenues, up from a third in two years
• Haemodynamic workstation platform progressing well
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H1 Overview: US sales development on track
US probe revenues up 28%
• Platform programme a/cs up from 6 to 12

Products development on track

• Platform a/cs contributed all growth
• Pipeline in place to get to 30 in <12 months

International probe revenues up 20%
UK probe revenues down 23%
• NHS finances & implementation failings
• Costs reduced and 3rd party products introduced
• New products & ODM re-launch from September
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2015 H1 results - proforma
•

US probes

H1
2015

H1
2014

Units sold

5,025

4,295

Average selling price

£121

£111

Units sold

•

H1
2014
£’000

2,428

2,538

102

-

Total consumables

2,530

2,538

Gross profit

1,794

1,961

25

36

(46)

177

Cash costs

(3,478)

(2,803)

Cash loss before USA investment
costs

(1,705)

(629)

(273)

(663)

(1,978)

(1,292)

(168)

(229)

(2,146)

(1,521)

Probes
Other consumables

Sundry income

2015 new accounts

•

H1
2015
£’000

Overseas probe growth offset by UK
falls

Net monitor (costs) / income

2,135

n/a

£0.7m invested in US sales
development
£0.3m invested on operational
improvements, half as manufacturing
variances through gross margin

Non cash costs
Loss before USA market
development
USA market development expenditure
Operating loss
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Balance sheet assets and liabilities
Assets

2015
£’000

2014
£’000

Liabilities

2015
£’000

2014
£’000

1,858

1,662

Trade payables

1,060

928

623

596

121

112

2,481

2,258

90

176

1,010

1,056

667

705

1,020

1,021

64

40

161

135

4,193

4,173

Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment

Other tax and social security
Other payables
Accruals and deferred income

Current assets
Inventories

1,353

1,229

Invoice discount facility

Trade receivables

1,702

2,067

Convertible loan

Other receivables

479

506

1,310

4,219

7,325

10,279

Cash at bank and in hand
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Finance lease obligations
Provisions

US Market
Sales development
Four new territories added

Market development
Premier variation study pending

• New enquiries; pipeline expanded
• E-learning & simulator: training efficiency

• Wide variation in fluid management
• Too much or too little increases
complications and costs
• ODM angle: most precise technology

Platform programme on track
• 12 platform a/cs, up from 6
• All US growth from newer platform a/cs
• 9 more evaluations complete in H1
• 15+ evaluations in H2
• On track for 30 within 12 months
• Average selling price increasing
• 3 systems with >1 account & procurement
framework in place

Reference account ‘war stories’
• Duke
• Brigham & Womens’
• Other inc financials

Enhanced recovery spreading fast
• American Society for Enhanced Recovery
• Peri-operative Surgical Home
• UKTI and ERAS

Paediatric FDA approval
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International markets
Probe growth: 20% revenue, 28% volume
Progress in better established markets
• France: ongoing traction
• Peru: no strike disruption
• Canada: tender award
• Spain: national enhanced recovery

New markets coming through
• Enhanced recovery
• Clinical guidelines, clinical networks
• Reimbursement
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UK Market
Probe sales down 23%
• NHS roll-out lost focus & momentum
• NHS financial challenges: de-stocking, lower
volumes

NHS mortality for right hemicolectomy:
• <65, elective, ASA1/2
= 0.37%
• ASA 3
= 1.48%
• ASA 4
= 3.85%
• Expedited
= 12.11%
• Urgent
= 17.35%
• 65-79
= 31.35%
• >80
= 50.75%
• Immediate
= 69.53%

Changes in H1
• Cut costs: e-learning, simulation
• 3rd party : Casmed growing >50%

Initiatives from H2
• Pre-launch new probes & new product
stream
• Focus on individuals & clinical networks
• Objective: stabilise, return to growth,
maximise cash generation
• Small probe growth over July & August
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Visibility on surgical risk
www.sortsurgery.com
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High

Risk matrix: precision matters

ODM or ODM+ combi or echo Doppler imaging

Surgical risk

ODM
ODM or calibrated PPWA
ODM or Bioimpedance or calibrated PPWA
ODM or Bioimpedance or uncalibrated PPWA

Low
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Patient risk

High
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Summary
• US opportunity continues to grow quickly, sales and plans on track
• Objective: build platform for national US roll out
•
•
•
•

12 platform accounts in place: doubled in year to date
Platform accounts generating above trend growth
Well qualified pipeline strong enough to get to 30 within 12 months
New enquiries continuing

• UK market remains challenging
• Exports now half of revenues, up from a third in two years
• Haemodynamic workstation platform progressing well
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Cautionary statement
For the purposes of the following disclaimers, references to this “document” shall be deemed to
include references to the presenters’ speeches, the question and answer session and any other
related verbal or written communications.
This document contains certain “forward-looking statements” with respect to the financial
condition, results of operations and business of Deltex Medical Group plc (Deltex Medical) and to
certain of Deltex Medical’s plans and objectives with respect to these items. Forward-looking
statements are sometimes but not always identified by their use of a date in the future or such
words as “anticipates”, “aims”, “due”, “could”, “may”, “should”, “expects”, “believes”,
“intends”, “on track”, “plans”, “targets”, “goal”, or “estimates”. By their very nature, forwardlooking statements are inherently unpredictable, speculative and involve risk and uncertainty
because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or will occur in the future.
There are various factors that could cause actual results and developments to differ materially from
those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. These factors include, but are not
limited to, changes in the economies, political situations and markets in which the Group operates;
changes in government priorities due to programme reviews or revisions to strategic objectives;
changes in the regulatory and competition frameworks in which the Group operates; the impact of
legal or other proceedings against or which affect the Group; changes to or delays in programmes
in which the Group is involved; the completion of any acquisitions and divestitures and changes in
currency exchange rates. All written or verbal forward-looking statements, made in this document
or made subsequently, which are attributable to Deltex Medical or any other member of the Group
or persons acting on their behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the factors referred to
above. Deltex Medical does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
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